Sufferin' Cats

**DID it ever occur to you**

**THAT the majority of cats**

**LIVE in one place for**

**THE greater part of**

**THEREIR nine lives without**

**EVER knowing anything**

**ABOUT the other**

**PARTS of the world?**

**ARE you going to be just**

**ONE of these ordinary**

**CATS with a one**

**TRACK existence and**

**NEVER a thought for the**

**REST of the cats?**

**DON'T be an ordinary**

**FELINE.**

**EVEN an alley cat**

**GOES from back yard to**

**BACK yard in search of food**

**OR perhaps just to find**

**OUT what the rest of the**

**ALLEY looks like.**

**FOR your own sake don't**

**BE contented to stay in your**

**OWN alley throughout your**

**STAY at TECH—set out for an**

**ACTIVITY.**

**ONE of the best chances to get ahead**

**IS offered to YOU on THE**

**TECH—If you are interested in**

**BUSINESS drop around to Room 302**

**WALKER, and if you clamor to**

**TRY your hand at the news end**

**Of the game—in Room 3.**

---

**Production View With Zigfeld Follies in Scarcity**

**SHOW NOT YET CENSORED**

(Continued from Page 1)

But this situation was no doubt due to the fact that the Project Manager had not been given the full data on the work assigned.

**Black Phantom Pipetor**

In Hartford, the Blackphantom pipetor proved very interesting. While there was the automatic pipetor itself, which is capable of accurate pipetting for a period of three hours, there was also a pipetor with the three hours taken into account, which makes the operation simple and gives the pipetor a place of its own.

At present the men are working on various local offices in New York, learning the maze of "little work," from the construction of low telephone lines to the careful planning of cable laying as an inside job in a Central Office. While with the installation and repairs department, the students had an opportunity to observe the Harvard machine of the world's money center and later to study the home life machinery of the world's money center—ground cable placing to clearing and since then have spent an allotment of time at downtown New York; these are typical of the work assigned and the interest it will be of special interest. Lifting cases of course VI-A find the work assigned to be of especial interest. Lifting cases of course VI-A find the work assigned.

**Correction**

In the January 11 issue of THIS TECH the names of Gerald F. Palmer '15 and Arthur C. Plummer '15 were omitted from the list of recipients of Volume XLVII of the undergraduate annual. The former was presented to the assistant manager, and the latter has been elected Treasurer.